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White House Press Briefing

Statement of the White House Press Secretary

The President has noted that the House of Representatives is scheduled to
vote today on S. 2230, legislation which would partially lift the arms embargo
imposed against Turkey last February 5.

The President strongly believes that

favorable House action on this measure is critical if vital U.S. and NATO
security interests in the Eastern Mediterranean

interests severely damaged

by the embargo -· are to be restored.
Favorable action on this 1neasure will enable the United States to begin
rebuilding its security relationship with Turkey, a good friend and an important
NATO ally; to renew effective efforts with all the parties involved -- Greece,
Turkey and Cyprus .... to realize an early and equitable settlement to the co1nplex
Cyprus dispute; to intensify assistance in cooperation with appropriate international
agencies to alleviate the suffering of the refugees on Cyprus; and to pur sue
eoo&Q~

assistance to Greece to help that country overcome its current economic

problems.
The President feels that these goals in the Eastern Mediterranean are ones
on which all can agree, but that they cannot be achieved without favorable
resolution of the- Turkish military assistance issue.

For this reason, the

President believes that House approval of S. 2230 is essential to the safeguarding
of most important U.S. and Alliance interests and to the efforts of the United
States to help realize greater peace and stability in the Eastern Mediterranean.

\

KISSrnGER TESTIFIES ON THE HILL

Q:

Secretary Kissinger testified this morning in executive session
on the Sinai agreement and on the preconditions for releasing
material related to it. Can you tell us anything about what he
said and what the Administration's views on the disclosure of the
disputed material is?

A:

I think you should check with State on the Sec.retary' s testimony

this morning.

for
As/the President's ~iews, he is concerned about

further delay in approving the proposal for the U.S. technicians.
He has as you know sent a letter to Congress to this effect.

He

feels that the Adminishation has made an unprecedented effort
to inform the Congress of all aspects of the agreement and
appropriate committees have all the relevant documents.

He

will continue to work with the Committees to make as much as
possible public within the requirements of confidentiality in dealing with
other governments.

FYI ONLY: Attached cable of possible interest.

October 2, 1975

PRESIDENT'S REMARKS ON SALT

Q.

Yesterday in Omaha the President seemed to imply that
a SALT II agreement may not be a possibility soon. Is that
in fact, a correct interpretation, and if so, does this mean
that General Secretary Brezhnev may not be visiting this year?

A.

I would not place that interpreation on the President's
remarks.

The situation is unchanged; neither is our position

on the desirability for attaining an agreement.

As far as General

Secretary Brezhnev' s visit is concerned you will recall
Secretary Kissinger's remarks on this question at his last
press conference:

"As far as SALT i"s concerned, the basic issues of principle
were settled at Vladivostok.

Several other issues of great

c.onsequence have been settled in the meantime.

We are now

down to two or three issues of great importance on which
agreement has not yet been reached, but on which, if agreement
were reached, the negotiation could be concluded within 6 to 8
weeks after that.
We expect to discuss those issues with Foreign Minister
Gromyko when he is here, and we still expect to receive the
General Secretary in Washington before the end of this year."
At this time we still expect a visit from Brezhnev this year.

SCHLESINGER ON THE PERSHINGS

Q:

The Baltimore Sun reports today that SecretarySchlesinger has
commented on the attitude of the Europeans toward Pershings
for Israel saying that he thinks there is a "predilection in Europe
that the introduction of this weapons system to the Middle East
would not serve at this time the purposes of stability. 11 Is this
more evidence of Schlesinger's disagreen1ent on the Pershing
deal? Has the President received indications frorn European
leaders that they do not favor the Pershings for Israel?

A:

The President has stated repeatedly that no commihnents on the
Pershing have been made; the matter is under study.

As far as

evidence of disagreement in his Cabinet is concerned, the
President addressed that question yesterday in Omaha and I have
nothing further to add to his remarks.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 21, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

RON NESSEN

FROM:

MARGITA E. WHITE

/nJ

Attached are additional editorials on Turkish aid. The Christian
Science Monitor and the Indianapolis Star were amon1-the newspapers we telephoned on July 10.
Q

cc: General Scrowcroft

\

Some items in this folder were not digitized because it contains copyrighted
materials. Please contact the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library for access to
these materials.
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Vital dates fqr Cyprus
Two dates are coming up that ·could mark
new hooe or new doubts about establishing
. stabilit\: in torn and troubled Cyprus - and
thus eP:hancing stability on the uneasy southern flank of NATO.
,

• July 17 is Turkey's deadline for the
United States to lift tr.e arms embargo
prompted by the Turkish inva.<>ion of Cyprus
· - or to face the possibility o! restrictions on
U.S. military bases in Turkey. Here the more
hopeful alternative would be for the House of
Repres~nt;.tives to follow the Senate and at
least ease the embargo. Further progress in
this direction would depend on evidence of
Turkish diplomatic effort toward resohing
the Cyprus situation, ·which Turkey well
understands.
Congress understandably does not want to
appear to knuckle lL'1der to a Turkish ultimatum over an embargo imposed on the grounds
that Turkey violated the terms of nonaggressive use under which American arms were
supplied. But it can be. argued that the
embargo has now made its point, and that
there would be net progress toward maintaining the peace if Turkey were encouraged
toward accornmodation on Cyprus through
' U.S. steps toward accommodating its old ally.
The present Turkish Government. wants to
remain aligned with L~e \Vest. A prolo!lged
failure by it to bring about a lifting of the
embargo would open the way for 211ti-West
extretnists to gather power - with threatening prospects for Cyprus arJd democracy in
Turkey as well as for the Vi estern alliance.
Greece. of course, is also part of this
alliance. And the legislation before the House
carefullv incluri::s assurances of help for
Greece ·as well as Turkey, seeking to make
clear that restored U.S. relation::; with the
Turkish ally means no lessening of relations

with the Greek ally. The vote will probably not
come until next week, and of course it would
be folly for Turkey to enforce its July 17
deadline in view of the efforts in its b~half.
• July 25 is the date for the b-eginning of a
new round of Vienna talks between Greek and
Turkish Cypriot leaders, with United Nations
Secretarv-GeneraJ Waldheim in attendance.
Though Greece and Turkey loom large behind
the Cypriot participants, it is only through
Cypriot effort that ultimate compromJ~e c:::n
be ensured, as free as possible from undue
influence by the patron states.
Here the setback to Greek Cypriots through
the use of Turkish troops has to be considered
along with the Greek coup that set off the
year-long crisis. Turkish· C)'Priot Raouf
Denktash can go into the Vienna talks with a
more conciliatory attitude if Turkey feels
renewed security in its U.S. relations. Greek
Cypriot Glavkos Clerides can follow suit if
Turkey then is prepared to proceed toward
reducing its military presence on Cyprus as
the Cypriots move toward agreement on the
form of the new federal government for which
they have both expressed support at least in
princip!e.

'
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It would be most unfortunate if the yearslong Cyprus "dialogue" should not resume on
time in Vienna, either because of ruffled U.S.Turkish relations or because the Turkish side,
as it has hinted, stays away in prot~st ~gainst
"Greek Cypriot propaganda."
Vihich again brings the. focus b3ck to the
first date, July 17. If the Turkish Government
can tamp down opposition against it by
obtainin:; what it ca;1 call a success in its U.S.
m:gotiatians. it will be in a better position to
back its Turkish Cypriot dependents in the
kind of flexibility that \vill be necessary on all ,
sides to break the current impasse, ·v.-ith all
f 1/
the human suffering it involves.
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rfhc 'Turkey Aid l(not
The Ford administration is seeking some negotiating room in which to try to untangle some of t~e
diplomatic and military problems revolving aroLmd
Turkey, Greece, Cyprus and the North .\tlan:ic
Treaty Organization (NATO).
Certainly the situation needs some untangling.
To recapitulate briefly, the problems began a
year ago when some Greek army officers were
•involved in a takeover of the elected government
·of Cyprus by the Cypriot National Guard, which
installed a president who favored union with
Greece. Turkey invaded Cyprus, saying the action
was to protect Turkish Cypriots, and seized a third
of the island, which it still holds. The Cypr~ot.
• military meanwhile returned control of the government to civilian hands.
1·
Responding to a charge that in the invasion of
j Cyprus Turkey illegally used United States 2.id
j weapons, Congre~ in February cut off all military
j aid and arms sales to Turkey. Thereupon 'Turkey
1 threatened to withdraw from NATO, of which
Greece also is a member.
~4
1
It's a very involved situation, but one thing
I clear is that unless it can be ironed out the south·
'!
1 ern flank of NATO will be badly weakened, to say
the least. There is the further point that on July
l 17 the U.S. opens talks with Turkey about renewal
li of agreements for U.S. bases in that country.
Ever since the congressional cutoff of aid and
arms sales to Turkey, President Ford has been
trying to get the action rescinded, arguing that it
ties American hands in dealing with Turkey. A
few days ago he finally reached a compromise v.ith
a group of congressional leaders.
Under the compromise, now about to go before
the House, the ban against loan or grant aid \>:ould
continue but cash arms sales would be permitted.
including delivery of a $184 million order that had
been negotiated before the cutoff.
•
This seems reasonable. While v.-e sympathize
with the congressional purpose of forcing Turi.;<::
to withdraw from Cyprus, it would be very b:.d if
Turkey instead remained adamant and carried o~it
threat to forsake NATO. The Turks know very
. the
well that Turkey is important to NATO and th:1t
U.S. foreign policy for Europe rests on NATO.
It makes sense to give the administration a't·
thority to make some material overture in an effort to rebuild a working co-operative arrangemc:1:
with Turkey. Resolution of the Cyprus situa::or:
certainly should be part of a final arrange:ner:~.
There is need for a step to get productive tzl;.;s
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s:nce t1e V-S~ ban on arms shipments
gressive purposes-as' Turkey· did by in. to Turkey t.ook effect five months ago, the · · vading Cyprus last summer after a Greek! Turks haven't mcvc'Cl an inch closer to the
inspired coup agains:t President Maknrios ..
'
The House compromise would sti11 deny
. G;·cel<s in resolving their quarrel over
Turkey military aid. But it would permit
Cyprus. L:1st month they· gave ~.ashingthe Turks to receive $78-million worth of
; ton 30 days to lift the ban or get ready to . military· equipment tt:hey've already paid
: pull i\meric:1n bases (out of Turkey. The
for, including Phantom jets. And it v;ould
\ Semtc h~s already voted to end the arms
allow 1them to buy additional weapons on

i emb:ugo. This week a c.om!'lromise was

a cash bnsis.
Adrnit.ted!y there's no guarantee that
this plan will prodr:ce any Turkish con-

v:orl.:c:d cut in the House International AfLlirs C:1,nmittee that offers some hope of
, : gct:i1~:~ ihc Tur1\:s to negotiate without

'-~; c;,v:ng in on principle.

The princip1e WD.S }ajd down by Con~
. t;"·e-.;:~ b.1ck in lHEH: U.S.. military aid
: s:~:J~ll(1n't g:.J to n::;tions that use it for' ug-
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cessions when. negotiaticms with Greece on
the Cyprus quest1ion resume in Vicnn:1
. July 24-or even that it will ensure the
c~ntinuing presence o·f U.S. bases on '1\uki:~h soiL Nor is ihc phn1 Jib:Jy to be pnpu• '
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lar with the Greeks, who understandably
feel that the weapcms are more likely to be
used on Cyprus than against the Soviet
Union .

But Turkey is, after aJl, a NATO aJlythe only one, in fact, that aotually borders
on the Scwiet Union. And right now it
looks as thc.ugh Turkey's quarrel with tl1e
United Sbtes is standing in the way of
settling Turkey's quarrel with Greece,
another NATO ally. \Ve see no reason ·why
the U11ited States slwuldn't be willing to
b.1lw a step toward ending both qu:urck
If the 'lUrks aren't willing to t.1.kc the next
step, ·\Vashington had better start wondering whether they don't need us as allicf;
more th:1n we need them.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

JULY 24, 1975

Office of the White House Press Secretary
THE WHITE HOUSE
STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT
I am deeply disappointed by the refusal of the House of Representatives
to partially lift the embargo on the shipment of arms to Turkey.
It is my strong conviction that this negative vote can only do the
most serious and irreparable damage to the vital national security
interests of the United States, including our normally excellent
relations with the Government of Turkey, U.S. security interests
in the Atlantic Alliance and the Eastern Mediterranean, and U.S.
efforts to assist the governments of Greece, Turkey and Cyprus
to reach a just and equitable Cyprus settlement. It will also
seriously affect important interests elsewhere.
I and members of my Administration worked hard to persuade Members
of ·the House of Representatives that vital, national defense
interests are at stake in this issue. I am very proud of those 206
Members of Congress of both Parties, as well as the Members of the
Senate who supported a similar measur~ for casting their votes in
the national interest. I deeply appreciate the efforts of the BiPartisan Leadership of the Congress and the members of the House
a~d Seante Committees on International Relations and Foreign Affairs
who supported the legislation. I will continue to make every effort
·to assist in achieving an equitable settlement of the Cyprus dispute.
I will work to reassure our allies, Turkey and Greece, of our
continuing desire to maintain strong and effective relationships
with them despite this set-back. I hope the House of Representatives
will reconsider its failure to act affirmatively.

#

#

#

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OCTOBER 3, 1975

Office of the White House Press Secretary

--------------------------------------------------------------------THE WHITE
STATEMENT BY THE

I welcome the passage by the House of Re esentatives of S. 2230, which
provides for a partial lifting of the embar o on U.S. arms for Turkey. The
House action is an essential first step in he process of rebuilding a relationship of trust and friendship with valued f iends and allies in the Eastern
Mediterranean.
The Senate approved the partial lifting
the arms embargo earlier. I
hope that conferees from the Senate an House will quickly agree on the final
form of this vitally important legislatio • I have no objections to a House
amendment requesting consultations wi h Turkey on the problem of the illegal
opium traffic.
The House vote reflects a cooperative effort to work with the Congress on
the difficult question of Cyprus and th vital task of restoring stability and
security along NATO's strategically i portant southern flank.
i

With the partial lifting of the embarg~, I intend to take action in four broad
areas in the weeks ahead.
/
I

'
Fi;rst, we will seek to rebuild our sequrity
relationship with Turkey to underscore that Turkey's membership in t~e Western alliance and partnership
with the United States serve the very ~mportant interest of both nations.

I

Second, we will make a major effort ~o encourage resumption of the Cyprus
negotiations and to facilitate progres~ by the parties involved -- Greece,
Turkey and Cyprus -- toward a peace~ul and equitable settlement of this
dispute. In this connection, we will f')Llfill whatever role the parties themselves want us to play in achieving a s\ettlement acceptable to all. In
ace ordance with S. 2230, I shall submi~ to the Congress within 60 days of
enactment a report on progress made ~n reaching a solution to the Cyprus
problem.
i
Third, the Administration will intensi)y cooperation with appropriate international humanitarian agencies to find ways to alleviate the suffering of the
many people displaced as a reBult of the 1974 hostilities. The plight of these
unfortunate people makes progress towards solution of the Cyprus pro~le
_ ,."!·;:·.,..,
all the more important.
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Finally, the Administration wishes to provide every support to the
democratic government of Greece. In that regard, we will pursue efforts
to help that country overcome its current economic and security problems.
Also, in compliance wi. th S. 2230, I shall submit within 60 days my
recommendations for assistance to Greece for fiscal year 1976.
Our goals in the Eastern Mediterranean in the months ahead -- to help the
parties involved achieve a Cyprus settlement, to rebuild a relationship of
trust and friendship with both Greece and Turkey, to alleviate the suffering
on Cyprus and to meet Greece's needs for assistance -- are objectives on
which we can all agree. Let us now join in working together to achieve
them.

#

#

#
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